
NEXT ACT
Next Act is Next House group dedicated to putting on 
a full length musical during CPW. It is open to the MIT 
community, and welcomes all who want to be involved in 
some manner. Learn more: http://nextact.mit.edu/
Contact: nact-exec@mit.edu

NEXT MAKE
Next Make is a student group based around building 
awesome electronic and mechanical projects. We are open to 
everyone; no previous knowledge is required. Learn more: 
http://next-make.mit.edu/
Contact: next-make-exec@mit.edu

NEXT SERVICE
Next Service is a community service club within Next 
Service which works to serve the greater Boston community. 
With interests and projects ranging from animal care to 
homelessness to education, Next Service offers a chance to 
make a difference in our city about issues the club members 
care about.
Contact: next_service@mit.edu

NEXT EVENT
Next Event serves as Next Exec’s social committee and 
helps plan upcoming weekly social events for Next House 
residents.  Join if you are interested in holding and planning 
events ranging from pumpkin carving events and movie 
nights to laser tag outings and wing competitions!
Contact: next-social@mit.edu
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NEXT BAKE
Next Bake is made up of a group of Nexties who really 
love to bake! We bake all sorts of things, from cakes to 
pies to brownies to breads to cookies to potatoes! Come 
check us out!
Contact: next-bake@mit.edu

NEXT GAMERS
NextGamers provide lots of group competitive occasions for 
a multitude of gaming preferences. We have tournaments 
between members and wings and are hoping to expand to 
inter-dorm competitions.
Contact: nextGamers@mit.edu 

iNEXT
iNext is a network of musicians and dancers that fellow 
Nexties can use as a resource for their musical endeavors.  
If you are interested in event planning, you can also get 
involved in iNext Exec, and help us plan for musical events: 
acoustic concerts, coffeehouse classics, talent shows, etc.
Contact: iNext-exec@mit.edu

NEXT SUSTAIN
Next Sustain is for those interested in planning sustainable 
initiatives in Next. This will mainly be in the form of social 
events: Eco-Coffeehouse, Trashion Show, Candlelight Dinner, 
Earth Hour Dance, etc. Stop by to learn more about each event 
and how you can get involved, either as an exec member or to 
be placed on the email list!
Contact: next-sustain-exec@mit.edu 


